1. Unscrew mouthpiece
2. Place cartomizer on flat surface
3. Insert point of the liquid into mesh material **NOT INTO CENTER TUBE**
4. Carefully squirt 3 mL of liquid into mesh material of (small) cartomizer or 5 mL of liquid into mesh material of (large) cartomizer (**allow time for liquid to soak in**)
5. Ensure bottom of cartomizer does **NOT** contain any liquid before connecting to battery

### 2. VAPE IT
1. Always ensure clean surfaces on both the end of the cartomizer and battery before connecting
2. Carefully screw the cartomizer onto battery and begin to vape

### 3. REFILL IT
1. When flavor weakens it is time to refill your cartomizer
2. Repeat “FILL IT” instructions
3. Always ensure clean surfaces on both the end of the cartomizer and battery before connecting
   * Smileomizers can be re-filled up to 5 times each

**WARNING**
- **DO NOT** drip liquid in center tube of cartomizer
- **DO NOT** fill cartomizer when connected to battery
- **ENSURE** clean surfaces on both the end of the cartomizer and battery before connecting

**COLORS:**
- BLACK
- BLUE
- GREEN
- CIGAR
- MAGENTA

**SIZES:**
- **SMALL:** Compatible with 650, 900 & 1100 mAh
- **LARGE:** Compatible with 1300 mAh